News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, April 26, 2020 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. After more than two years of negotiations, Boeing on Saturday terminated its proposed $4.2 billion deal to acquire the commercial jet business of Brazilian regional jet maker __________________. (MAIN)
2. Every year, apparently, April 25 is celebrated as World Penguin Day to mark the annual northern migration of Adélie penguins, which are native to Antarctica. What are the (5) penguin facts The Weather Channel provided? (MAIN)
3. TODAY IN HISTORY: An explosion and fire at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in Ukraine caused radioactive fallout to begin spewing into the atmosphere. What year did this take place? (MAIN)
4. Spread by a fungus-like microorganism that lives in stagnant water such as swamps, ponds and lakes, ______________ ________ has been found worldwide. It frequently infects horses and dogs and thrives in tropical and subtropical regions. (MAIN)
5. Kids in Spain will get their first fresh air in weeks when a ban on letting them outside is relaxed starting Sunday. After _______ days indoors, they’ll be allowed out for adult-supervised one-hour excursions but not permitted to play with others. (MAIN)
6. At a time some countries, like Germany and Denmark, having tamped down the initial outbreak of the virus, are experimenting with cautious re-openings of businesses and schools, ______________ is an outlier. It never imposed any restrictions. (MAIN)
7. Parents are concerned their kids are falling behind, especially in lower income families. In households where the parents earn less than $50,000 total annually, _____% are at least somewhat concerned about their child falling behind academically, compared with _____% of parents in high-income households, according to a late-March poll by The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research. (MAIN)
8. Sap drains through the tubes from clumps of big leaf maples in Pack Forest, a 4,300-acre experimental forest owned and operated by the UW since the 1920s. Ettl, who oversees Pack Forest, is helping lead the UW’s latest experiment to produce what from these trees? (NW)
9. Ever seen the Food Network cooking show “Chopped” – what are the contestants given and what do they need to do to complete the challenge? (THE MIX)
10. Research suggests that people who eat a variety of fruits and vegetables may have less risk of developing age-related macular dystrophy or __________________________. (THE MIX)